Capital Area
Beekeepers Association
The President’s Buzz...
Hello All,
I just checked the weather forecast for the next few weeks and unless there is a big change in
the forecast it looks like warm weather is over. The time to be feeding hives low in honey stores
with 2:1 sugar water is coming to an end and all hive entrances should now be reduced. It is important to follow all winter preparations to help insure winter survival for you hives.
I run screened bottom boards on all my hives and until now I have never closed them for the
winter. Over the past year I’ve heard a lot of discussion on the pros and cons of leaving the
screened bottom board open all winter. At the Pennsylvania State Beekeepers’ Association
Conference in November, I’m planning to discuss bottom boards with other beekeepers and
speakers to get a consensus of options before I change my mind about leaving open or closing
my screened bottom boards.
November is a busy month for beekeeping meetings and conferences; hopefully you will be
able to attend some or all of the meetings:
•
•

•

November 13 & 14 the 2015 PSBA Annual Conference will be held at the Best Western
Inn/Country Cupboard, Lewisburg. Check the state website for registration information.
November 16, 7 PM a Tri-County meeting will be hosted by the York County Beekeepers’
Association at the York County School of Technology, 2179 South Queen Street, York. The
speaker will be Claire Densley, Head Beekeeper at Buckfast Abbey Devon, UK.
November 20 at 7 PM, CABA’s last meeting in 2015 will be held in the Farm Show Building. Use the Maclay Street entrance, second floor. Stu is working to firm up a speaker.

I’m looking forward to seeing you throughout November at the various meetings. That’s the
nice thing about colder weather, we are forced to take a break from working with our bees and
use the time to learn so that we can be better beekeepers.
.
Bee Happy
Linda
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Not So Good News...

From the Editor
I have been honored and have enjoyed putting together the CABA newsletter. I
apologize that I do not have enough time to continue with being the Editor. Hopefully, the newsletters have met the needs of the club. And I fully support the next Editor.
I would also like to give a big thank you to Twyla Courtot, who does all the layout
and desktop publishing to put the newsletter together. She does a fabulous job making the newsletter look organized and appealing. (Thank you Susan - a bigger
thanks to all the authors of such wonderful articles - Twyla)
I hope you all have happy, productive beekeeping.
Susan Fulmer

Pete Davis Shows Us His Hives -Lookin’ Good Pete!
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4th Quarter To Do List
By
Val and Dimps Hawthorne
Kay and Murrel Walters
Wil Shirey

OCTOBER
1. Treat for mites?
• Check mite levels with sugar roll
• Follow treatment directions especially duration and number of applications
• Remove entrance reducer and block bottom board screen
• Remove surplus honey before treatment except for Mite Away Quick Strips
• Treat while there are some warm days (70 degrees +)
2. Feed bees?
• Check hive weight by lifting rear of hive
• Feed liquid syrup (2 sugar to 1 water) as long as temperature allows for cleansing flights
• When too cold to fly, feed dry sugar or fondant
• Use hive top feeder or quail feeder inside empty super on top of frames. Cover with inner
and outer cover
• Feed up to 5 gallons heavy syrup or until bees stop taking it
3. Surplus honey?
• Remove supers when 90% capped, or
• Check uncapped honey by refractometer. Less than 19% moisture, extract.
• During Fall honey flow like this year, leave a super on the bees until the first killing frost
4. Hive configuration?
• Single deep, single with medium super and double deeps all work well
• Overwintering nucs should be two nucs deep (10 frames)

NOVEMBER
1. Storing surplus honey empty supers?
• Put wet extracted supers out for bees to clean (2 days)
• Store in cold or heated building
• Turn outer cover over, line with paper, stack three supers high, add 2 tablespoons moth
crystals (paradichlorobenzene) on small paper, cover top super with newspaper, add three
more supers, moth crystals, etc. Add outer cover to complete stack of supers
• Air supers out for a day next spring before adding to hive
2. Varmints?
• Watch this quarter for muddy paw prints on landing boards. Add carpet tack boards to landing board to stop skunks and raccoons
• Add entrance reducers or mouse guards to stop mice

DECEMBER
1. Farm Show Participation ?
• Prepare honey and hive products for Farm Show competition in January
• Volunteer to help
• Help prepare CABA Farm Show exhibit
• Help set up ice cream booth, work at Food Court, and help at Learning Center or Extracting
Presentations
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Newsletter Survey Results
Last month we asked you to respond to a survey about the newsletter. Respond you did!. Thank you all. The next few pages show the results of the
survey.
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My Experiences This 2015 Summer
by Becky Davis
I started with one hive this year, after a discouraging loss of my two hives last fall. Despite it
being rather late for getting started in June, I was blessed to be able to buy a hive of ten frames
with a queen raised by an excellent mentor I have had since the beginning of this wonderful,
frustrating "hobby" of backyard beekeeping. My mentor had raised this queen which he
calls a Spartan Carnolian. She was incredible and quickly built up a strong hive which I
proceeded to split into a nuc and eventually another strong hive. There was a bit of a blip
in the situation, when I had a serious case of robbing after it had been in the nuc for about
two weeks. My mentor told me to move the nuc to a different location, at nighttime, and
reduce the front entrance as much as possible. I also had to put the nuc in a cool spot as it
was during a bit of a heat wave in July. The best spot was my front yard under a huge tree. With
all that specialized care, the robbing ended and I was able to move the nuc back to its home
base. I learned how important it is to stop the robbing because there is a possibility that the robbers will go in and kill the queen and the hive will give up and stop protecting the hive. Thankfully, that did not occur and I have two hives that are so strong that I put three boxes on and I
plan on wintering the mother hive with those boxes intact. The nuc hive is still strong but has
not drawn comb in the third box so that will come off as soon as the cold settles in.
I checked for mites with a sugar roll and found only a couple of mites so I did not treat. I try to
keep a close eye on the hives by doing a check every other week. I want to make sure, if I am
feeding, that those ambitious girls don't fill up all the cells and the queen is left with no place to
lay eggs. I was very diligent in the nuc hive with my checks because I fed that one off and on
all summer. I didn't need to feed the mother hive until now. I now have a gallon of 2-1 syrup on
it and will put another one on next week, but it will soon be time to switch to sugar fondant for
the winter. I also feed year round with Hackenburg’s protein patties, which is like a vitamin pill
to them, and they love it!
To winterize, I switched out the screen bottom boards to solid ones. I have used screened
inner covers this summer for the first time and will switch back to solid soon. I bought
two moisture boards for the first time also and will try those this winter. Along about December, when the weather is consistently, wonderfully cold, I will wrap them with tar paper. I think that is cheaper than hay bales and since I bought a big roll early on I plan on
using it up!
I have been truly enjoying these wonderfully created creatures, our honeybees, and hope to
have enough honey next year so that I don't have to hoard it as I have in the past!
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Supplemental Feeding by Jonathan Daniels
We all want healthy, productive bees in our
hives. Nutrition is often cited as a big factor
in bee health. There are many times when
there is nothing we can really do to help our
bees but, as attentive beekeepers, this is an
area of colony management where we definitely can do something.
We can supplement the food sources available in the environment for our colonies by
feeding carbohydrate and protein in various
forms. What I have come to understand is
that sugars are the carbohydrates that basically provide energy to the bees and
proteins are basically what are consumed to allow the bees to grow and
develop both as larvae and in their adult
form. Naturally, flower nectars provide
the carbs and their pollens provides the
proteins. Artificially, beekeepers usually feed
sucrose sugars from cane sugar or corn
syrup in a wide variety of forms: thin, thick
and solid. When you hear someone talk
about ‘feeding the bees’ very often they are
referring to feeding sugars. But we can also
feed protein in a variety of ways.

lies in using his extraordinary level of drive
and energy to distill both his many years of
commercial beekeeping experience and his
commitment to scientific method into practical management tips. On the ‘Bee Nutrition’
tab he has a series of articles entitled “Fat
Bees” which details some basic biology of
healthy bee development and supplemental
feeding which I cannot recommend highly
enough.

As you will find if you look into feeding protein very much at all, there are a variety of
terms used. A pollen patty is just that: natural pollen mushed with something like sugar
or honey to get it to stick together in a
dough. Pollen substitute is some sort of high
protein material that has no natural pollen in
it at all. There are all sorts of recipes out
there with everything from egg yolk to cinnamon. The main ingredient in most is soy
bean powder and lots of sugar to make it
attractive to the bees. The best way to get
the bees to consume the patty form, according to what I read, was to add some natural
pollen to the mix. I got some sundance pollen traps, both top and bottom mounted,
Understanding how to best help a colony
and trapped some pollen which I then mixed
with supplemental feeding is best achieved
with a commercially available pollen substiby studying bee development both at the
tute powder and 1 to 1 sucrose syrup to get
individual and colony levels, being observant a dough the consistency of loose peanut
of the environmental and weather conditions butter. The sugar syrup will cause patty maaround your hives, and gaining experience – terial exposed to the air to dry hard, so
both from your own trials and errors and
sometimes a wax paper coating is used to
hopefully from others’ as well. Our club and preserve the softness and make it easier to
other beekeeping associations in our state
handle. If you mix a larger batch, you can
have allowed me to ask other beekeepers
just cut off a chunk, dust it with some subabout their experiences with feeding. I like
stitute powder to keep it from sticking to
to read and probably have gotten most of
your fingers and squish it in between the
my information about feeding bees from
brood boxes (after smoking the bees back
books, our beekeeping periodicals “Bee Cul- off the area of course).
ture” and “American Bee Journal” and variYou can even just sprinkle the powder on a
ous internet sources. The written sources
have provided a wide range of details, tech- tray type bird feeder or place some in an
niques and things to consider. The local bee- open container protected from the weather
in the late winter ahead of the natural flowkeepers have provided practical info more
ers, around when the crocus start popping
closely tailored to my local conditions.
out. The bees are crazy for anything resemOf the nearly innumerable sources on the
bling pollen at that time of the year and will
internet, my go-to favorite is Randy Oliver’s roll around in bird’s seed feeders or animal
site, www.scientificbeekeeping.com . Randy feed troughs on a warm day in the late winOliver’s articles are regularly published in
ter. I have found millet seeds in cells on my
“American Bee Journal” but are all indexed
hives’ frames
on his website. I think his particular strength
Continued on next page
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packed in like pollen at that time of the season!

has helped, but I am rarely ahead of the
bees for long.

When I first started thinking about supplemental feeding, my goals were related to
helping the bees stay healthy, sure, but I
also wanted to make monster strong hives
early. My parent’s farm had an abundance of
autumn olive and honeysuckle bushes in addition to some nice fence rows of black locust in the neighborhood. I envisioned their
making supers and supers full of comb
honey from these early light nectars. I had
read about stimulative feeding to build up
hive strength. You could start before the
natural sources were available as long as
you kept feeding until those natural sources
kicked in. One of Oliver’s articles said if you
were giving a colony sugar syrup to stimulate brood rearing, it made biologic sense to
offer them protein too. So in late February
or early March I offered them a light sugar
syrup (I think I may have been trying the
gallon ziplock bags on the top bars at that
time – what a mess!) and in a plastic tub I
mixed up my own patties from a commercial
supplement powder, some pollen I had
trapped and some sugar syrup. With my
brother’s help I followed Randy Oliver’s instructions for cutting off multi-pound chunks
and since it was soft enough, just squishing
it between the brood frames right inside the
cluster area or right above it, whichever
seemed to fit best for the strength of each
colony.

Nucs became my focus in the years after
that time. I remember looking at one with a
smaller population in the early summer a
couple years later and thinking it didn’t have
much nectar or pollen around the brood, and
the young larvae didn’t look great somehow.
They looked dry, dull, and almost shriveled
with hardly any jelly around them instead of
plump, glistening bright white, and floating
in a milky pool of jelly. I happened to have
some patty stuff left over from the spring
and gave them a little blob on their top bars
and a jar of syrup. When I looked a few
days later they had polished off all the patty.
They had been starving! The speed and
completeness with which they consumed the
patty was what made the impression, because many hives I had been feeding in the
late winter and growing nucs in the spring
often ignored the patties I offered them.

I was learning that feeding worked much
more effectively if I paid attention to the
stage of development of the nuc. Nucs with
queen cells and newly hatched virgins didn’t
seem to take much syrup or patty, but when
a queen mated well and the brood reached
the larval stage and everything was healthy
they would take feed eagerly. This became a
more critical issue as I began to see small
hive beetles in my hives. Small hive beetles
LOVE pollen supplement patties! I remember putting some patty on the top bars of a
Those hives gobbled up what I gave them
colony during a warm spell in February and
and a month later I had drone brood and
seeing tiny SHB larvae tunneling through it
queen cells crammed along the bottom bars. when I check back just a couple days later.
I ended up splitting them early and watching The lesson was to make sure I placed the
as a lovely batch of nucleus colonies develpatty in contact with the cluster, either dioped over the coming weeks. I don’t rerectly on top or, even better, inside. Smaller
member any great supers of honey. No mat- quantities and more frequent monitoring beter. I was so excited by what I saw and
came important when SHB were around.
learned watching those young colonies deSomewhere along the way I read a review of
velop I didn’t mind too much. But it was a
good lesson about the trickiness of trying to a scientific trial that indicated the most cost
capture those early light nectars. Most of my effective use of protein patties was when
seasons have seen the bees turn those nec- they were fed in the fall. Brood production
tars into more bees for swarming despite my was better in the fall and overwintered clusters came out stronger and healthier in the
efforts to get them to put it into supers for
spring. Made sense to me. I also began to
my use. Having lots of empty drawn comb
associate feeding as a
to super them early and swarm prevention
stress reducer for the
Continued on next page
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colonies. Some disease issues would supposedly disappear with a good nectar flow. Queen introduction success
was improved if the queenless colony was well fed for a few days ahead of and during the introduction. I began to
notice the pronounced lack of nectar flow in my area after mid-July. Despite abundant goldenrod bloom through
the summer months, my bees weren’t bringing much in. I saw a little flush of open nectar around the brood in late
September that seemed to correspond with the aster bloom, but it was too little too late for my bees to raise good
brood for the winter, much less make surplus to store for the winter. So I began to try feeding syrup and protein to
my bees when I was applying Apiguard for Varroa in September. I used the plastic hive top tray feeders which left
enough space under them to place the patty and the Apiguard gel. It seemed to work out. Strong colonies took the
feed and I had decent over-wintering.
Over the seasons I have resolved to move the Varroa treatments and the feeding up earlier in the summer. After a
couple seasons without using protein patties, I ordered a 50 pound bag this spring with the intent of feeding nucs in
the summer and giving my full strength colonies some in August and September to give them a boost for the winter. This year I pulled all my honey supers in the beginning of July with the intent of treating for Varroa in late
July. I sampled with alcohol washes and saw high enough levels of Varroa to warrant treatment. I put on syrup
with the tray feeders and got a first round of Apiguard on most of my colonies. Some got the second round recommended but I got pulled away from bee work and most everything else this summer by working on an addition to
my home. Happily, the abundant rain early in the year, young queens from spring queen rearing, and two months
of nearly rain free days for foraging in August and September appear to have allowed many of my colonies to have
gathered a fair amount of honey since I have been ignoring them. I have not sampled again for Varroa numbers,
but I plan to try an oxalic drench sometime in December when the brood rearing has ceased. That big bag of pollen
substitute is sitting unopened in my garage (unless the mice have gotten into it). Spring will tell with all our bees.
Best of luck with overwinter to us all. (My father says “The harder I work, the luckier I get.”)

Awwwww...

Deb Buckfelder’s new twin grandsons. Twinbees?
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GREED IS A BAD THING!
By Wil Shirey
One of the nicest things that happened this year in my beekeeping experience was the tremendous fall honey flow from goldenrod and asters.
For the first time in many years where my bees are located there was a
strong September flow and the bees were anxious to gather it. They filled
the brood nest with honey and most producing hives filled a surplus super.
They were not anxious to cap it, but when I checked it with my refractometer, the moisture content was less than nineteen percent so I extracted it.
Although it is very dark, it has a great flavor. I’m bottling it and putting it
in the freezer so that it doesn’t crystallize. A side benefit is that I am having to do very little feeding now.
However, (you should always read carefully the words that come after a
however) in my zeal to capture the maximum amount of this delicious fall
honey, I was late applying my varroa mite treatments and I have paid a
price for that. In the last six to eight weeks, I have lost eight hives of bees
to what I believe is parasitic mite syndrome (PMS). The best description of
it that I can find is in that Penn State Extension book “Beekeeping Basics”
that we sell at the Basic Course in May. It describes PMS symptoms as resembling a cross between foulbrood and sacbrood. The Beltsville Lab has
found these diseased larvae to be infected with viruses associated with varroa mites. When larval remains are stirred with a toothpick, they do not
rope out but are globular like European foulbrood. In the early stage of infection, the larva are white but dull rather than glistening and they look deflated. Beekeeping Basics goes on to say that because many infected colonies seem to collapse in early fall, dealing with mite populations well before
this time is necessary.
Needless to say, I didn’t treat for mites as early as I usually do. So, my
lesson learned is to take your surplus honey supers off in August and do
your mite treatments during that month. If there is a fall flow, you can still
catch most of it in September and early October. Incidentally, my bees covered the wild white asters and appeared to almost ignore the goldenrod.
Good luck over the winter!
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BELLEVUE BEES
John A Novinger
They say a picture is worth a thousand words, so here are some of both.
In late September, early October, I moved some of my bees home for the winter. The ones that
were in the orchard were really light. They needed reserves for the winter.
Picture number one is my outfit for hauling and feeding
bees. It consists of a carriage that fits into my truck hitch
and a 25 gallon tank from Tractor Supply. I installed a
ball valve for the shut off. I use another bucket to tap
syrup into, which I only fill about 1/2 way. My top feeders are about three feet off the ground including the cribbing. Age dictates making two trips instead of just one.
Why lift 50 lbs, when 20 to 25 feels pretty good?

Picture number one

Picture number two is my Novingerized top feeders. I
took feeders, cut them in half, scabbed boards along the
side to have one side for syrup and the other side for pollen patties. Now, in truth, these were old feeders, so I
really don't think spending $25 for a top feeder and cutting it in half will probably go well with most beekeepers.
I also do have new feeders that will work just as well by
only putting syrup in half and laying the pollen patty in
the others. The bees seem to adapt well.
Picture number two
As for the rest of my hives, I strapped them together, secured some help and moved them to a
different location to give them some winter protection. When we moved them, all six hives
were heavy with resources. After the six customary grunts (you OLDER beekeepers know what
I mean), I decided the rest could remain in their current location. I need to look for younger
help!
Anyway, this is how I feed syrup for the winter. My mix is 2 gallons of water to 25 lbs of
sugar. I priced corn syrup and believe me sugar is far cheaper. And you guys should know by
now, I tend to be thrifty.
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CABA MENTORS NEEDED!
Here are a few pictures of the fun stuff you can do when mentoring newbees on how to
extract honey.
My list of mentors has fourteen (14 - count ‘em) names on it. I will need more for the
short course in May of next year. I have agreed to be the point of contact for assigning
mentors to short course students who request them. If you have kept bees for one or
two years you qualify to be a mentor because you know so much more than members
who have never kept them. Please let me know if you would volunteer to mentor. It’s
really good fun!
Wil Shirey
E-mail: wshirey@pa.net
USPS: 5 Hill Street, Mt Holly Springs, PA 17065
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KEEP THIS IN MIND FOR NEXT YEAR - DILLSBURG FARMERS’ FAIR
Dillsburg Farmers Fair has received minimal to no entries for the honey exhibits in
the past and would like a good exhibit each year. Entry forms can be available at
the CABA summer meeting with instructions and honey exhibit descriptions.
If anyone would like to make an entry but can't make the entry times, feel free to
drop off entries at Dimps and Val Hawthorne's house at 1800 Pennsylvania Ave, Dillsburg PA 717) 649-4836, with your name/phone and address and we will enter them
for you!
Thanks! and Bee Happy! Val
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NOTHING TO DO NOW THAT YOUR
HIVES ARE WRAPPED FOR WINTER?

PAINT YOUR HIVES!

Continued on next page
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PAINT YOUR HIVES!
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